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Chapterr 4
Naturalisationn of a Reference Sequence:
Andersonn or the Mitochondrial Eve of Modern Genetics
Introducingg the Argument
Technologyy is enacted in a socio-technical network. This was the topic
off the previous chapter. However both inside and outside genetics it is
treatedd as an autonomous entity; a technology once produced seems to lead a
context-independentt life. It is naturalised. The naturalisation of technology
doess not only present it as a clearly defined entity: it also obscures the
normativee content of technology. Questions about how a technology might
affectt the world thereby moves into the background. This chapter deals with
thee naturalisation of a standardised technology. It examines both its
ideologicall content and how it is made into an autonomous entity. The
argumentt is that since technology is always produced somewhere and is
madee to work in a specific context, its naturalisation also requires work.
Whatt kind of work this is and how it is carried out is the main concern of the
presentt chapter.
Thee sequencing of the human genome is "just". Yet as early as 1981
anotherr human genome was sequenced, not a sequence of nuclear DNA but
off mitochondrial DNA. Ever since its publication this sequence has become
thee reference in mitochondrial studies. It has become the "normal sequence,"
aa standardised object to which all other human sequences are aligned, and
definedd as being similar to or different from it.
Thee argument of this chapter is organised around this reference
sequence.sequence. I will first address the kind of work it enables in laboratories. How
thee sequence was produced and the kind of practices it embodies will be
takenn into account in order to examine the ways it can escape these while
beingg applied in laboratories. Focusing on biases built into the reference
sequence,, such as racial and sexual biases, it will be argued that its treatment
ass an unproblematic standard, involves the universal theory of mitochondrial
inheritancee to which it is connected.
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Neanderthal:: The Sequence

ItIt is November 14'h 1996 and we are at the Laboratory for Evolution
andand Human Genetics in Munich. Let us call this lab the P Lab. This morning
II entered the small lab, where I have my bench. I had put my coat and bag in
thethe locker down the hall, had a quick look at my lab-journal to recall the
programmeprogramme for the day and went to get myself a cup of coffee. As usual I
walkedwalked through the small writing room, situated between the small lab and
"the"the tea room." I noticed champagne glasses, empty bottles and cigarette
boxes,boxes, and full ashtrays all scattered about the long writing desk. The
cigarettescigarettes especially drew my attention. People may have dinner in the lab,
oror sleep in the lab, but smoking in the lab? That just never happens. A
colleaguecolleague came in and asked me whether I had heard about Matthias Krings.
ThereThere had been a party last night she told me, because he had sequenced the
NeanderthalNeanderthal for the second time and found the same mitochondrial DNA
sequence.sequence. I became aware of Krings' absence. Normally he would be
workingworking day and night. My colleague went on telling me about the
excitementexcitement of the event and described how he and the archaeologists, who
hadhad made the Neanderthal bones available, were looking attentively at the
computercomputer screen while the gel was run on the ALF™.2 As it became visible,
thethe sequence turned out to be the same as the previous one Krings had
found.found. Thus it proved that what they had could be called the first ever
mitochondrialmitochondrial DNA sequence of a Neanderthal. They decided to have a small
partyparty and invited other people who were working late to join them.
KringsKrings came in only the next day. I went over to congratulate him. We
startedstarted talking about the Neanderthal. He told me that the bones had been
foundfound in the west of Germany (Diisseldorf) back in the middle of the
nineteenthnineteenth century and had been supplied to him by archaeologists from the
RheinischesRheinisches Landesmuseum (Bonn). Talking about the forthcoming article, I
askedasked him whether he would publish his results in a specialised journal in
thethe field of archaeology. He made clear that Nature would be a more
appropriateappropriate place for it and told me that further (statistical) analyses would
havehave to be conducted to learn more about how the Neanderthal relates to
humans.humans. Before publication, however, the experiments had to be repeated in
anotheranother lab to ensure that the sequence was not a "local" artefact.
OnceOnce the Neanderthal DNA had been sent off to a laboratory in
Berkeley,Berkeley, California, a period of trial and error started, until finally a
sequencesequence was acquired that was similar to the one produced in the P Lab.
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Thee First Sequence:
Sequencingg DNA - in other words, unravelling the sequence order of
thee DNA building blocks - would involve many uncertainties and guesswork
iff it were not assisted by already existing sequences. As indicated above, the
topicc of this chapter is a reference sequence, a sequence that does such a job
inn the field of population genetics. The case of the Neanderthal is an example
off such a reference. It shows the work involved in producing a first
sequence;; the hard work of Krings, who had laboured day and night to
sequencee it, the availability of the samples, for which the suppliers have
travelledtravelled many times from Bonn to Munich, and the celebrations indicating
thee role it may play in genetics, not only because it is a Neanderthal
sequencee but also because it is its very first sequence. The question I raised
concerningg publication of the Neanderthal results was based on the idea that
thiss new insight may be of special interest to those working the field of
archaeologyy and palaeontology. Krings' answer, however, made clear that it
hadd a much wider relevance for geneticists interested in genetic lineage. It
hintedd at the technological achievement involved in the sequencing.4 The
sequencee has the potential of becoming a piece of technology, a reference for
otherr possible sequences to come. The relevance of such a sequence was
alreadyy indicated in the work of producing it. Since the Neanderthal had no
referencee sequence, a standard to compare it to, Krings had to acquire the
sequencee twice, and in Berkeley the whole procedure had to be repeated. All
thiss work indicated the absence of a fixed standard by which the Neanderthal
sequencee could be confirmed. Also the sequence was instantly treated as
moree than a Neanderthal sequence. It became a tool of comparison between
modern-dayy humans and Neanderthals, a tool through which genetic
proximityy and distance could be addressed. These treatments are indicative
off the reference sequence and of what it enables in laboratory work.
Justt like the Neanderthal mitochondrial DNA sequence, that of
modern-dayy humans was produced somewhere and embodies those practices.
Yett it has become a standardised tool, a text, available and practicable in
laboratoriess all over the world. In this chapter I will address how the
referencee escapes the "burden" of locality to become a naturalised tool. To
doo so I will move back and forth through time, from a contemporary
laboratoryy practice to more "historical" accounts of how DNA work was
donee in the early 1980s, and back to the 1990s to view how theories of
mitochondriall DNA inheritance are involved in the work of this reference.
Beforee doing so, let us have a closer look at mitochondrial DNA and its
particularr role in studies of populations and genetic lineage.
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Nott in the Nucleus: Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
Inn April 1953 James Watson and Francis Crick published the
molecularr structure of DNA in the journal Nature. The abbreviation DNA
standss for deoxyribosnucleic acid, and indicates not only the chemical and
physicall structure of the molecule but also its location in the cell, namely in
thee nucleus.5 This is not entirely true for mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA),
however,, for though mtDNA consists of basically the same building blocks
ass nuclear DNA6 it is located in the cytoplasm rather than the nucleus. More
precisely,, it is situated on the mitochondria, a mitochondrion being a kind of
organellee that provides the cell with energy. Moreover unlike the nuclear
DNAA molecule, which is stretched out over 46 chromosomes, mtDNA is a
small,, circular molecule. Whereas nuclear DNA contains about 3 billionbase-pairs,, the whole mtDNA molecule consists of 16.5 thousand base-pairs
77

only.. Since each single cell contains many mitochondria, each cell also
containss many copies of the same mtDNA, over 100,000 copies per cell in
humans,, in contrast to two copies of nuclear DNA, each stemming from one
parent.8 8
Thee location of mtDNA in the cytoplasm creates a major advantage for
studiess of genetic lineage. Why? The answer has to do with reproduction and
geneticc inheritance. All mitochondria passed on to offspring come from the
mother.. The sperm consists predominantly of a nucleus and it has only a
smalll number of mitochondria (about fifty copies) in the mid-piece; these
mitochondriaa do not enter the egg cell during fertilisation. Thus males inherit
mitochondriaa solely from their mothers and cannot pass these on to their
offspring.. Only females do so. This means that geneticists can trace back
mtDNAA inheritance through maternal lineage. Whereas nuclear DNA
recombiness during meiosis, when a great part of the genetic material coming
fromm both parents is being reshuffled, mtDNA does not, since it comes from
onee individual only. It thus allows for genetic studies that look way back into
history. .
Nott only the patterns of inheritance but also the size and the number of
mtDNAA molecule are seen as advantageous in genetic research. Whereas the
sequencee of the human nuclear genome is still "under construction" in an
internationall project, the complete human mitochondrial genome had been
sequencedd as early as 1981, by one lab. And because of the number of
moleculess per cell, it is possible to study the mtDNA of extinct as well as
livingg species. Hence the Neanderthal sequence. Bones or fossils may still
containn some intact mtDNA since there are thousands of copies, whereas the
nuclearr DNA, consisting of only two copies, is difficult to retrieve and is
usuallyy destroyed with the passage of time. This feature of mtDNA, namely
thatt it can be studied in different species and permits comparison of species
fromm an evolutionary perspective is, in a way, captured in the name of the P
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Lab,, "The Laboratory for Evolution and Human Genetics." It accounts for
thee variety in research projects that can be found in this Lab.

Thee molecule in the P Lab
Betweenn October 1996 and April 1997 I was in the P Lab to conduct a
participantt observation on human genetic diversity. After that period I visited
thee P Lab several times and kept contact with a number of lab members.
Whenn I first arrived there I was told that the Lab had grown quite popular
amongg "anthropologists." I was already the second person interested in
studyingg it.11 During my six-month stay I participated in research on
populationn genetics and worked on a project concerned with the typing of Ychromosomall markers for populations living in the Sinai desert.12
Thee P Lab is run by a distinguished geneticist, professor Svante Paabo,
andd it attracts scholars from all over the world to conduct their research
there.. The number of lab members is around twenty, including three
technicians.. The various projects are clustered in five groups: the RNA
Editingg Group (concerned with how genetic information may be edited
duringg transcription), the Genome Project Group (concerned with the largescalee sequencing of nuclear DNA and with the technologies to achieve it),
thee Ancient DNA Group (concerned with DNA studies of extinct species),
thee Theory Group (concerned with statistical models and computer programs
thatt assist the analysis of the data produced by other groups), and the
Populationn Group (concerned with genetic lineage and comparisons between
differentt human populations). All groups meet separately on a weekly basis
withh the professor, where each member presents his or her work of the
previouss week and plans further experiments. Since I was especially
interestedd in human genetic diversity, I only attended the Population Group
Meetings.. I gained insight into other projects mainly through the weekly Lab
Seminarss or other in-house meetings where all groups assemble, and through
personall conversations.
Shortlyy after I had arrived at the P Lab, all projects were evaluated.
Thiss was an ideal opportunity to get an overview of research conducted in
thee lab and to have a first glimpse of the lab members' projects. These
evaluationss happen on a yearly basis and are initiated by the professor. In the
coursee of one day each lab member apart from the technicians - has to
presentt his or her results. Two professors are invited to discuss and evaluate
thee projects. Jointly with the professor of the P Lab, the guest professors
draww up a report with recommendations. During the breaks we discussed
differencess and similarities between the projects. It appeared that apart from
threee relatively new projects, everybody else was working on mtDNA. One
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couldd say that in addition to the professor's good reputation it is mtDNA that
bindss the lab together.

AA Population-group meeting: Who is Anderson?
OnOn 15thh November we had a Population Group meeting. All members
presentedpresented their work to the professor. Michael Kaser was the last in line. His
projectproject was concerned with the IKung San. He was studying and
comparingcomparing mtDNA sequences of twenty-five IKung samples to attempt to
answeranswer the question of whether the IKung San could be seen as "a constant
population,"population," i.e., a population of constant size based on hunting and
gathering.gathering. During his presentation he referred to "Anderson " a couple of
times.times. He would state at which position of "Anderson " the IKung would look
differentdifferent from other populations. For one part of the sequence he had studied
(about(about 400 base-pairs) he referred to more than ten mutations from
Anderson.^Anderson.^4,4, Towards the end of the meeting 1 asked him: "What exactly is
Anderson?"Anderson?" He explained that Anderson refers to the first publication of a
humanhuman mtDNA sequence. Because it was the first sequence published, it
becamebecame the reference. Kaser had aligned to Anderson all the sequences he
waswas studying to learn about the positions of mutation. When, for example, he
referredreferred to position 311 of the sequences, he was referring to that position in
thethe Anderson sequence. Paabo, the professor of the P Lab, added to this that
AndersonAnderson was based on European DNA and that one could therefore say that
itit was biased. Because if one compared the IKung to Anderson, one would
findfind more mutations than if a European population were compared. A
discussiondiscussion evolved about this bias in the reference sequence. Paabo
continuedcontinued that it would not be possible to avoid bias. You would always be
closercloser to one population or the other. It might be an idea, he added jokingly,
toto take the Neanderthal as the new reference, since it is equally far away
fromfrom all humans. We started theorising, first about the reference sequence,
thenthen about the Neanderthals as a species. About how they succeeded in
colonisingcolonising parts of Europe over a period of 2 million years while leaving so
littlelittle trace of themselves and of the tools they used, and about the possibility
thatthat humans and Neanderthals had co-existed.

Anderson:: The Reference
Inn an interview with Paabo I asked him some more questions about the
referencee sequence and about his idea that the Neanderthal would be more
neutrall than Anderson.15 In response to my request to tell me a little bit more
aboutt Anderson and how it was proposed, he started laughing and said:
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Itt wasn't proposed. It was determined. Now, that's a difference between
constructionistss and geneticists, [laughter]. I mean to say it was the
sequencee that was sequenced, right, [laughter]. It was the first complete
humann sequence that was ever determined. It was done in Cambridge. And
thee first author's name on that paper is Anderson, [laughter]. This was in
1981.. It is a composite though, because different parts of that 16.5 Kb
[kiloo base-pair] count for different individuals. It's not even from one
person!! But the control region is from one person. It had come to be the
reference.. Because when people determined sequence number two, they
hadd of course compared that to the first one; since it was already there.
Andd now four thousand sequences later, we still compare to that [first] one.
Itt is of course totally arbitrary. We could take any other sequence as the
reference.. Anderson is just a convenient convention. Because everybody
knowss the sequence that you're referring to. But it is of course a British
sequence.. Or, certainly European, but probably British, because it was
donee in England.
Whenn we came to talk about the implications of its Britishness, Paabo
explainedd that:
Onee should of course keep in mind that Anderson is not a golden standard.
Butt if we were to take the Neanderthal sequence, now that would be the
perfectt reference. It is not a Eurocentric one. And from the analysis we are
doingg now, it is equally far away from all humans. But it would also be a
kindd of political correctness, I guess. Kind of purist. Because one avoids
thee "optical bias" of Anderson. But it wouldn't be practical. In comparison
too the Neanderthal, all people would have many shared mutations. These
sharedd mutations are not informative, they would just tell you that people
aree different from the Neanderthal. They don't tell you how people relate
too each other. So one would have to take notice of all those mutations
whichh are common among humans before starting to compare humans.
Whenn I asked other lab members about Anderson, they tended to focus more
onn what it allowed them to do in practice: "Anderson is just used to align
otherr sequences. From there you compare your sequences and do your
analysis."" So for them Anderson is a kind of orientation map, a tool to locate
thee parts of sequences that they are studying.
InIn this first encounter with Anderson, the reference, we have touched
uponn its practicalities in daily laboratory work as well as the issue of
naturalisation.. Before addressing the latter, we will take a closer at what is
meantt by aligning other sequences to the reference and how this implies
specificc goals in comparing sequences to the reference.
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Anderson:: Differences and Similarities
Fromm the previous section it is clear that Anderson became the
referencee for population geneticists because it was the first human sequence
published.. As the reference it allows them to identify the locus of other
sequencess they are studying. Based on the idea that humans are basically
similarr in their genetic material, aligning another sequence to Anderson
meanss to specify the sequence fragment of interest in terms of beginning and
end,, by positioning that fragment on the human mtDNA map. Since
geneticistss are usually interested in small fragments only, this procedure
involvess tracing the highest matches between the nucleotides (building
blocks)) of both sequences.
Anderson,, as Paabo put it, "is a convenient convention." Since
geneticistss are committed to using it and since it is publicly known and
accessible,, it allows them to specify the results of comparisons, as either
similarsimilar to or different from Anderson, to other colleagues in the field. From
thiss perspective it could be said that Anderson is a piece of "communication
technology,"" providing geneticists with a protocol of how to refer to the
resultss of their studies. But media always come with a message. While
facilitatingg communication, technologies also structure the nature of that
communicationn at the same time.
Thee talk about the Neanderthal sequence pointed to this quality in
Anderson.. From the interview it became clear that as a potential reference
sequencee the Neanderthal would probably be less biased and maybe less
Eurocentric,, but it would be less convenient. Humans would look too similar
inn the comparisons to the Neanderthal, "obscuring" the differences between
thee humans. Hence, Anderson is not just a positioning tool: it also codeterminess the comparison, namely a comparison in terms of differences. As
itt appeared, geneticists could take any sequence as the reference. It doesn't
matterr to them whether the reference is European or African as long as it
optimisess the detection of differences between the sequences aligned to it.
Thesee sequences can then be labelled in terms of mutations from the
reference,, mutations from Anderson. Hence Anderson is a "convenient
convention"" not only because it provides population geneticists with a
nomenclaturee but also because it allows them to focus more on the
differencess and less on the similarities between humans. In communication
betweenn scientists, similarities between human sequences move to the
backgroundd and the differences become the pieces of information
transmitted.18 8
Inn practice, however, Anderson assists in the production not only of
differencess but also of similarities. Neither similarities nor differences are
self-evident.. Why is this? Sequencing DNA is not always straightforward. In
practicee the end result of sequencing may contain some ambiguities. In
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additionn to the familiar letters A, C, G, and T, which stand for the DNA
buildingg blocks, the sequence may contain other letters, such as N or M.19
Thesee letters indicate that the visualising technology could not decide upon
whichwhich nucleotide it should be: the signals may have been too weak or there
mightt have been more than one signal at the same time. There may be some
hints,, such as N may be either G, T or A but not C, or M can be C, A or T
butt not G. From there onwards the decision is in the hands of those
conductingg the experiments. Aligning such a sequence to Anderson,
geneticistss may decide to leave the ambiguities open, usually by inserting a
questionn mark in the sequence, or they may come to a conclusion based on
thee clues provided by the sequencing technology, the reference sequence and
theirr expectations. In a conversation about Anderson, Sonja Meyer, a lab
memberr who, as a statistician, is involved with the compilation of a
mitochondriall DNA databank, raised this issue with me. She stated: "I
alwayss wonder whether people correct their sequences to Anderson, but then
II don't know anything about sequencing."20 In answer to my question as to
whyy she actually wondered about that, she said: "I was wondering, because it
seemedd to me as if the Anderson sequence [i.e. similarities to the Anderson
sequence]] is found more often than other sequences, and I can imagine no
reasonn why this should be the case. But of course, I first of all have to
quantifyy this guesswork by simply counting the occurrence of the Anderson
sequence."" This account brings to the fore the practicalities of Anderson and
itss contribution to the "making" of similarities. Such contributions usually
disappearr in written sources. Ironically enough the Anderson paper itself,
thatt is the paper in which the sequence was published, refers to this. The
paperr states that: "Nucleotides 10, 934-5, 14,272 and 14,365 were
ambiguouss and their identity assumed to be the same as in the bovine
mtDNAA sequence." Thus when determining the Anderson sequence the
geneticistss corrected parts of that sequence to an already existing sequence,
namelyy that of a bovine.
Ass a tool for making sense of ambiguous sequences, therefore,
Andersonn assists the production not only of differences but also of
similarities.. It can thus be seen as the "normal" sequence contributing to both
similaritiess and differences.22

Andersonn in the P Lab:
Whenn other sequences are aligned to it, Anderson is performed as a
normall sequence contributing to similarities and differences, and as a
communicationn technology within a scientific community.
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Butt what about theory? How does this involve theories about genetic
inheritancee and the understanding of genetic proximity and distance? And
doess this come after alignment?
Inn the interview, when talking about Anderson as a composite made of
tissuee from different individuals, Paabo was explicit about one part of it in
particular,, namely the control region. He was quick to state that this part
camee from one person. Why is it important for the P Lab to know this and
whatt kind of information is conveyed by it?
Thee control region of mtDNA comprises about nine hundred of the
sixteenn and a half thousand base-pairs of the genome, and consists mainly of
non-codingg DNA.23 The bulk of this DNA does not code for proteins and
doess not play a role in the energy-yielding metabolism of the cell. So it is
consideredd "free-to-mutate" (at random), at a much higher rate than the rest
off the genome.24 This feature is important in comparisons between
individualss and, consequently, in studies of genetic lineage. The interest of
geneticistss in differences is theoretically motivated. Mutations are treated as
sourcess of information about genetic lineage. The higher the mutation rate
thee greater the amount of information generated. Shared mutations and nonsharedd mutations and the specific ways in which they are distributed within a
populationn suggest the presence or absence of genetic lineage.
Thee presumption of random mutations in the control region leads to
anotherr presumption, namely that their accumulation in different populations
takess place at the same rate. This randomised and synchronised occurrence
off mutations is an important tool in population comparisons and is
metaphoricallyy referred to as the molecular clock. This clock is assumed to
tickk equally fast in all populations.25 Conversely this means that the number
off mutations helps to reconstruct not only lineage but also descent: a higher
numberr of mutations suggests an older population, a lower number a younger
population.. Thus shared mutations between populations suggest (common)
lineage,, and a population with less mutation, i.e. changes from Anderson, is
saidd to be descended from a population with a higher number of mutations.
Byy estimating the mutation rate, i.e. the time between two mutations,
geneticistss can date historical events, such as the moment of population
divergence. .
Thuss random mutation and equal mutation rate contribute to an
understandingg of differences in terms of proximity and distance between
populations.. These joint features of the control region make it interesting for
populationn genetics and, in consequence, for the P Lab, whose interest is
predominantlyy in genetic lineage and population history. It is therefore
importantt for this particular laboratory to know how this specific part of the
referencee sequence was constructed. As indicated, the very means for
establishingg lineage are mutations. But mutations are not an individual
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phenomenon.. They only exist as such in comparisons. In a mtDNA-based
geneticss mutations are mutations from Anderson. Given the interest of
populationn genetics in the control region, it is this specific part of Anderson
thatt is performed as the "normal" sequence: while establishing similarities
andd differences it provides the very information for studies of lineage,
namelyy mutations.
Geneticists'' interest in the control region materialised in a photocopy
off the Anderson paper that I obtained from one of the lab members. In the
sectionn of the paper containing the sequence, only the non-coding region had
beenn highlighted by a previous reader. This specific interest has implications
forr what Anderson is to the P Lab. When lab members refer to Anderson, or
talkk about aligning their sequences to it, they are referring in particular to
thiss non-coding part. Similarly when lab members talked about "the
Neanderthall sequence," they did not mean, as it became clear to me later, the
entiree sequence. Matthias Krings did not sequence the whole genome of the
Neanderthal.. He sequenced only one part of the control region, also called
"hyper-variablee region I." From the perspective of the P Lab it is obvious to
referr to that part of the Neanderthal sequence as the mtDNA sequence?b The
interestt of the P Lab is evidently in that part of the sequence, so that the
hyper-variablee region requires no further specification.27
Fromm this we can conclude that alignments are theoretically invested.
Whenn other sequences are aligned to it, Anderson helps simultaneously to
identifyy other sequences and to produce the very information, i.e. mutations,
forr comparing them. Given the special interest paid in mutations in studies
off populations and genetic lineage, aligning sequences to Anderson does not
onlyy mean reference, but especially difference from it. As has been shown,
thee non-coding mtDNA in particular enables comparison based on
differences,, indicating that in the P Lab Anderson is especially enacted as the
controll region.
Noww that we have considered the enabling work and the practicalities
off Anderson in laboratory practice, let us start to examine its naturalisation.
Couldd we locate naturalisation and where would it become a problem? These
willl be our main questions.29

Anderson:: The British Sequence
Accordingg to geneticists and to the members of the P Lab, Anderson is
aa convention. It is the first sequence and it works for their purposes. The fact
thatt it is British does not affect how they construct genetic lineage. So one
couldd say that Anderson is not a problem for geneticists. Yet during various
talkss and during the interview the professor of the P Lab articulated a
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problemm with Anderson's Britishness. Its "optical bias" and "ethnocentric ity"
weree mentioned as being among its attributes. On another occasion Paabo
stated:: "It's a shame that people forget about the origin of the sequence.
Theyy tend to naturalise it. They would speak of mutations from Anderson,
butt one could also reason the other way round." This demonstrates that
Paaboo is pleading for situating the sequence in the context in which it was
produced.. He would like geneticists to be aware of the genetic or racial bias
off the sequence, i.e. its Britishness and Eurocentrism which results in a bias.
Hee furthermore argues against its naturalisation in genetics.
II suggest we have a closer look at the sequence as a piece of
technology.. The sequence is a text which with little effort appears on the
computerr screen. However this text was made in a particular time, a
particularr place and a particular practice. As a text it can be seen as a "frozen
moment"" of these constituent parts. 1 To investigate the bias and
naturalisationn of Anderson, let us consider two sides of the coin called
naturalisation.. First I want to have a look at the kind of nature "brought
home"" in the sequence." What kinds of practices, technologies and tissues,
andd what kinds of alignments between these, enabled its sequencing and
havee made it a text? And what can we learn from that about the bias in the
sequence?? Second I will address the question of how it is that this locally
craftedd object can travel so smoothly between laboratories to become a
naturalisednaturalised tool. The fact that the sequence is a text that can be downloaded
fromm a database does not, as such, explain the naturalisation." I will
thereforee examine the practice of theory as a possible site, and investigate
howw that assists the naturalisation of the reference. To be sure, naturalisation
iss first examined as a homing in of nature, as a way of producing a fit
betweenn an object of research and the fabric of the laboratory, and then as
thee rendering natural of a locally produced object by its future users. To do
so,, I will take you back to the early 1980s, to the era in which Anderson was
produced. .

Anderson:: The Sequencing
Onn 9th April 1981 Nature published a key article on mitochondrial
DNAA (mtDNA). This paper, entitled "Sequence and Organization of the
Humann Mitochondrial Genome," was accompanied by two other articles
givingg some further analyses of mitochondrial RNA and it was introduced by
aa review article entitled: "Small is Beautiful: Portrait of a Mitochondrial
Genome."344 The key article opens with the following sentence: "The
completee sequence of the 16,569-base-pair human mitochondrial genome is
presented."355 Fourteen scientists presented the complete sequence of human
mitochondriall DNA for the first time. The map of this genome soon became
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thee reference genome, idiomatically referred to as Anderson. Moreover in the
articlee it was stated: "The DNA sequence was derived mainly from a single
humann placenta mtDNA preparation, but some regions were determined on
HeLaa mtDNA."36
Ass we learned above, the sequence is a composite. The article stated
thatt it is a composite of two cell materials; mainly placental tissue from one
individuall and another source called HeLa. With hindsight and from the
perspectivee of genetics, 1981 was a pre-PCR era. PCR, Polymerase Chain
Reaction,, is the revolutionary copying technology of the late 1980s. And
onlyy in the 1990s has PCR become a routine-like technology that assists the
multiplicationn of DNA, even when only tiny amounts of tissue are
involved.377 What does it mean then, to sequence a 16,569-base-pair molecule
inn a pre-PCR era?
Ann account by a population geneticist. Mark Stoneking
conductedd research on mtDNA in the early 1980s. At that time he was
workingg together with Allan Wilson and Rebecca Cann. Together they
publishedd another key paper in the field, in which the first common
ancestorr of humans was dated as having lived in Africa 200,000 years
ago.. This is also called the mitochondrial Eve theory (mtEve).38
Duringg 1997 Mark Stoneking was on sabbatical leave and
decidedd to spend a year in the P Lab. He especially engaged in the
Populationn Group meetings of the lab and contributed to the
discussionss and work conducted by the group. I interviewed him about
mtEvee and about working with mtDNA in the 1980s in general.
Referringg to his Ph.D. project in the Wilson Lab he stated:
Initiallyy I wanted to do Australia, because earlier work indicated that
Australiann mtDNA is somewhat divergent. But it proved to be impossible
too get the samples that we needed from Australia back in the United States.
Youu know in the 1980s, just before PCR, so to do mitochondrial DNA
studiess we had to purify the mtDNA to its homogeneity.39 And to do that,
wee couldn't do that from a blood sample, because you don't get enough
mtDNAA from blood. So, we have these tissue samples, sort of a placental
tissue.. So that puts a lot of constraint on what sorts of population you want
too get samples from. And it was just impossible to get Australian
Aboriginall placentas. But our contact in Australia was a trained student
whoo got to New Guinea to do field work. He ended to be an extremely
valuablee colleague. Because even though he was in the Highlands of New
Guinea,, he was able, over the course of two or three years, to arrange a
collectionn of almost a hundred and fifty placentas from different parts of
Neww Guinea; to ship them out to us in California and keep them frozen. So
theyy arrived in excellent condition.40
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Race:: Homing In Nature
Too sequence DNA in the 1980s was not an easy task. Geneticists'
workk had been under a number of constraints. Before the introduction of
PCR-basedd methods, retrieving enough DNA from blood so as to study it
appearedd to be difficult.41 Although cloning technologies, such as the
recombinantt DNA technology which enabled the cloning of the DNA, were
alreadyy established in the 1970s, the tissue was crucial to the success of
sequencing.422 Large amounts of DNA were needed. Unlike blood, placenta is
richh in DNA and was considered most convenient for (a DNA-based) human
genetics.433 To relate this back to Anderson and the tissue used for its
sequencing,, given the technical possibilities for cloning DNA, the tissue was
alsoo indispensable for its success. Despite the large amounts of mtDNA
moleculess in any human cell in contrast to nuclear DNA, DNA-rich tissue
wass crucial and placental tissue provided such a rich source.
Moreoverr Mark Stoneking's account highlights problems in retrieving
placentas.. In particular the retrieval of placentas of populations from "other"
partss of the world was not an easy job. It was a matter of having the
appropriatee networks. People from New Guinea, for example, may prefer the
rituall of burying placentas to other rituals, such as rituals of doing science.
Inn addition, as his remark indicates, to "bring home" the placenta in such a
conditionn as to be able to work with it, was not as self-evident. It involved
puttingg the tissue on ice within a limited amount of time and keeping it
frozenn until it reached the laboratory for preparation. This also means that
thee placentas had to be shipped quickly before the ice melted. It could
thereforee be said that the crucial role of placentas in DNA studies in the
1980ss and the difficulties involved in collecting placentas from all over the
worldd are also involved in Anderson. Whereas placentas from other parts of
thee world were difficult to collect and ship, collecting British placentas
mightt be simply a matter of going to the next hospital. Children are born
andd placentas are at scientists' disposal, so to speak. From this perspective it
couldd be said that the sequencing of Anderson was itself based on "a
convenientt convention," namely the convention of working with placentas
becausee they are DNA-rich, and the convenience of using the tissue at hand,
i.e.. easy to retrieve.
Whatt does an emphasis on technology and tissue mean for the
questionss raised above about the bias and "Eurocentricity" of Anderson?
Sequencingg DNA and the nature homed in for Anderson involved a
particularr handling of DNA in the eighties. We have seen that cloning DNA
inn order to study it co-determined which tissue could be considered for
sequencing.. While the organisation of scientific work, such as knowing
somebodyy who does fieldwork in other parts of the world or having access to
hospitalss and clinics to collect the placentas, puts constraints on and opens
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upp possibilities for whose tissue is to be studied. To go back to the
"Eurocentrism"" of Anderson, we could say that this bias may be more an
effectt of laboratory practice than of ideology. It involves the practices of
sequencingg DNA in a pre-PCR era, such that DNA cloning technologies and
aa DNA-rich human tissue were aligned for that purpose. Hence race or
"ethnocentricity"" does not come after the sequence but is implicated in the
sequencee itself. Not so much, however, as a motivated ideology of inclusion
andd exclusion but as a contemporary technology of cloning DNA. Thus
biasess that result from comparisons to Anderson can be considered an effect
off the very practices that helped produce it in the 1980s. In this particular
case,, race is not so much practiced as an ideology but rather in the form of
howw to handle DNA.
Havingg considered the homing in of nature into laboratory practice for
thee purpose of Anderson we have learnt that the kind of nature that could be
homedd in and the bias implicated in the sequence were both a question of
technology.. Let us now have a closer look at the tissue used for Anderson
andd examine which nature was being homed in and which practices this
involves. .

Anderson:: The Tissue
InIn the 1981 publication of Anderson it was mentioned that the
sequencesequence was based not only on placental tissue but also on HeLa mtDNA.
Whatt is HeLa? A search in Medline gave me 27,390 references,46 all
paperss from 1952 onwards dealing with HeLa. HeLa appeared to be broadly
usedd even in papers that were published throughout the 1990s. It also seemed
too be so obvious as not to warrant further elaboration. The abstracts available
fromm Medline held no more promise of information than the Anderson paper.
Thee papers all stated that HeLa was used, but not where it could be found
norr what it was. Where was it possible to find information about what HeLa
was?? And is it a biological category or yet another convention? Without any
expectationss of a positive result, I decided to look it up in my Penguin
Dictionaryy of Biology. Very simple. There it was. "HeLa cell: Cell from
humann cell line widely used in study of cancer. Original source was Helen
Lane,, a carcinoma patient, in 1952."47 So HeLa is an acronym for Helen
Lanee and it refers to her immortalised cells, the HeLa cell line. Some cancers
aree known to reproduce at a high rate, facilitating access to a large amount of
celll material. Just like the placenta, HeLa is a convenient source of DNA.
Butt the specific combination of cell materials, namely placental and HeLa
cells,, indicates that Anderson is not just a composite. It is not just based on
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twoo persons' cell material, but on two females' cell material. How, then,
shouldd we understand this specific combination of tissue?

Sex:: Practicalities of Homing In
Inn the interview with Mark Stoneking I asked him about the problems
off retrieving DNA from blood.
AM:: "Does this mean that before PCR you could only look at tissue from
women?" "
MS:: "Right. We did only placental tissue. It turns out that the placenta, I
mean,, strictly speaking the placenta is a foetal organ. If the foetus is a
male,, strictly speaking, it's a male tissue. But right, if I'm looking at the
mtDNA,, it's the mtDNA of the mother."
Fromm this we learn that placentas may be male, but mtDNA not.
mtDNAA is female, namely the mother's. Consequently the mitochondria of a
malee foetus and its mother are interchangeable and similar. Hence the sex of
thee tissue is not an issue for geneticists studying mtDNA; males as well as
femaless inherit and thus have mtDNA. Which makes the combination of
tissuee in Anderson - placenta and HeLa - seem even more striking, so let us
takee a look at what kind of information it may contain.
Whatt does it mean to state that: "if I'm looking at mtDNA, it's the
mtDNAA of the mother," even if the tissue is masculine? This hints at the
theoreticall understanding of mitochondrial inheritance. As stated above,
mtDNAA is inherited via the mother only. Males do inherit mtDNA, but
cannott pass it on to their offspring. mtDNA is a particle of "woman made,"
revealingg maternal lineages. Based on this one could say that the
combinationn of tissue in Anderson seems to suggest a fit between mtDNA
andd the tissue, as both are derived from women
Howeverr Mark Stoneking's "sexing" of the placenta seems to point to
aa different reading. His statement that the placenta is a foetal organ, its sex
dependentt on that of the foetus, emphasises the triviality of sex for mtDNA
studies.. Considering this and the technological possibilities for cloning DNA
inn the 1980s, the tissue in Anderson could just as well have come from a
liverr (which is also known to be a DNA-rich tissue), and its source might just
ass well have been a male. Organs of humans, however, tend to be difficult to
retrieve,, whereas a cell line and a placenta are institutionalised in scientific
andd medical practices and may literally function as a resource for scientific
studies. 48 8
Thee authors of the Anderson paper in fact thanked another colleague
forr "a gift of HeLa cell mtDNA." 49 The placenta used for the sequencing of
Andersonn was already available in the lab. It was cloned and studied for
anotherr purpose by Jacques Drouin, a colleague and co-author of the
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Andersonn paper, who was based in the same laboratory. The placenta was
"described"" in a paper written by Drouin, and although the paper does not
includee details about the "origin" of this placenta, it is clear that it was
retrievedd from a hospital or a clinic. In the paper it is stated that: "Human
placentaee were obtained at term from normal or caesarean section deliveries
andd put on ice within 30 min." And it is also indicated that one of these
placentaee had been the source for Anderson. "A collection of recombinant
cloness has thus been obtained using mtDNA isolated from a single placenta
andd is now being used to obtain a complete nucleotide sequence of human
mtDNA."500 Hence the placenta for Anderson was already available in the lab
ass mtDNA clones and the HeLa cells were received as mtDNA from a
colleague. .
Takingg this information into account, we see that the specific tissue in
Andersonn can be regarded as convenient in terms of its availability within an
organisedd scientific practice. Within such a context the combination of tissue
couldd be understood in terms of practical reasoning rather than as a
purposefull action to produce a fit between mtDNA and "female" tissue.
Fromm the above analysis we learn that "naturalisation" is not only a
processs involving technology, i.e. how to clone DNA, but also a practice of
howw scientific work is organised. As stated earlier, the availability of tissue
withinn this practice co-determines whose tissue was used for Anderson. The
naturee brought home in Anderson entails a way of organising scientific work
inn which certain samples were practical to use because they were easy to
retrieve,, namely the placenta-based mtDNA clones and HeLa mtDNA.
Thus,, in addition to race, sex is also involved in the sequence, i.e. in
thee combination of tissue studied. But once again this bias is not primarily
ideological,, rooted in the realm of ideas and giving way to scientific
interventionss in female bodies, but is a result of organised scientific work
andd of practical reasoning, such as using technologies and tissues at hand.
Thereforee the nature brought home in laboratories is dependent on
materialisedd gift structures and on the practical organisation of scientific
work.51 1
Wee will now shift focus and direct our attention to the second
understandingg of naturalisation, namely the rendering natural of a locally
investedd object such as Anderson. How Anderson became naturalised,
detachedd from the localities and practices it involved, and enabled to
circulatee between labs, will be issues of concern. To address this we will
takee a second look at HeLa.
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Locatingg Helen Lane
MyMy search for information about HeLa did not stop at the Penguin
DictionaryDictionary of Biology. From a colleague, Ruud Hendriks, I received an emailmail message in which he suggested that Helen Lane was black." He had
seenseen a television documentary about a black woman whose cell material had
beenbeen immortalised in the early 1950s. Didn 't this have implications for my
analysisanalysis of race and Britishness? he asked me. This prompted me to start
askingasking various geneticists who HeLa was, but without success. And during a
telephonetelephone conversation with Allan Bankier, the second author of the
AndersonAnderson paper, he told me that he did not exactly recall either the origin of
thethe placenta nor of HeLa. But he did remember that they had materials of
"black''"black'' individuals in their lab and stated: "At that time these issues were
notnot so much addressed and we were not after an individualised sequence.
OurOur aim was a consensus sequence that everybody could work with. "~
II received some information about HeLa from the Dutch Cancer
InstituteInstitute in Amsterdam, indicating that "Helen Lane" may be one of the
manymany synonyms for the woman whose cell material became the cell line.'
ThisThis information included a paper by Howard Jones, a physician who
examinedexamined Helen Lane alias Henrietta Lacks. The paper, entitled "Record of
thethe first physician to see Henrietta Lacks at the Johns Hopkins Hospital:
HistoryHistory of the beginning of the HeLa cell line, " indicates how difficult it was
toto grow a cell line successfully in the early 1950s. "The project [of making a
cellcell line] appeared to be a failure until Henrietta Lacks walked onto the
stage.stage. " " She had a specific cancer of the cervix which grew so fast as to
facilitatefacilitate the cell line, as Jones explains. Although the paper gives
informationinformation about the age of "Helen Lane, " the number of children she had
andand a clinical diagnosis, there is no reference to her colour. She died six
monthsmonths after diagnosis and "[i]n terms of Mrs. Lack's birth date, the tumor
isis some 75 years of age and probably immortal, " it is stated.
ItIt was in a paper dealing with population genetics that I found the
HeLaHeLa cell line addressed in terms of colour and origin. The paper, written by
RebeccaRebecca Cann, Mark Stoneking and Allan Wilson on the subject of
mitochondrialmitochondrial Eve, describes the HeLa cell line as "derived from a Black
American.American. " In this study one hundred and forty-eight samples from different
geographicalgeographical regions were compared and Anderson was used as one of the
comparedcompared sequences. Whereas Anderson remains indeterminate in terms of
descent,descent, "Helen Lane" and seventeen other black Americans were not only
qualifiedqualified as black Americans but were also regarded as "a reliable source of
AfricanAfrican mtDNA. "56
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Thee Ir/relevance of Race: or Technologies of
Naturalisation n
Thiss story about HeLa suggests that the answers to Ruud Hendriks'
questionss about race and Britishness in Anderson are not straightforward.
Thee HeLa mtDNA sequenced in Anderson travelled from the Johns
Hopkinss Hospital in the United States to Cambridge, where Anderson was
sequenced.. Although it is not clear where the placenta came from, a part of
thee sequence was based on HeLa which points to Anderson's multiple origin
inn the DNA. Therefore the Britishness of Anderson is not in the DNA, but
ratherr in where and how it was produced. The Britishness of Anderson is a
productt of scientific practice. It is a product of organised scientific work and
technologyy that assisted its sequencing.
Inn the attempts to localise HeLa the simultaneous presence and
absencee of "Helen Lane's" colour comes to the fore, indicating the relevance
andd irrelevance of race in genetics. As had become clear, the source for the
HeLaa cells was a black American woman. "Helen Lane's" cell material has
travelledd from the Johns Hopkins Hospital to various laboratories around the
world,, and so it did to Cambridge for the purpose of Anderson. For most
geneticistss "Helen Lane" has lost her racial identity through becoming a cell
line.. Her value for genetic research lies in her rapidly reproducing cancer
cells.577 Also the producers of Anderson did not mention her racial identity in
theirr paper, testifying to its irrelevance for the reference sequence. And as
onee of the authors, Alan Bankier, has stated, the makers of Anderson were
nott after an individualised sequence. Instead their aim was to present the
scientificc community with a "consensus sequence," a standard technology.
Howeverr in other contexts, as was the case in the population study by Cann
etet al, "Helen Lane's" colour was seen as highly significant, allowing
geneticistss to regard her mtDNA as African. Her racial identity is therefore
importantt for some scientists and irrelevant to others. But as part of
Andersonn she lost this identity, not only for the producers of Anderson but
alsoo in the localising work of Cann et al. In the latter the Anderson sequence
was,, without any further specification, taken to be an individual sequence
andd was considered as originating in Europe. The difference in treatment of
HeLaa and Anderson portrayed in this paper provides hints about the
naturalisationn of Anderson - in other words, how it has become a natural
objectt in studies of genetic lineage. In its capacity as a technology, a
referencee sequence, Anderson, just like HeLa or any other individual
sequence,, is treated as if derived from one individual. This suggests a
proceduree through which local practices, technologies and homed in nature
aree ironed out once Anderson starts to move from place to place.
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Whatt kind of work enables the naturalisation of Anderson? How
iss it handled while moving between labs? For this purpose we will
movee back to the 1990s, to the P Lab, and take a closer look at the
practicee of theory. As indicated above, theories about mtDNA
inheritancee allow geneticists to reconstruct lineage between humans
andd trace back the origin of their genetic material. The way the mtDNA
off "Helen Lane" was treated as African is an example of this in action.
Thee next part aims at locating naturalisation by examining how both
theoryy and practice of genetic lineage are involved in Anderson.

Whosee Mitochondrial DNA?
ReadingReading publications of the P Lab about mitochondrial DNA, I noticed
thatthat the inheritance of this genome was addressed with a certain degree of
caution.caution. mtDNA would be described as transmitted "almost exclusively from
mothermother to child. "' Putting it in these terms suggests that mtDNA could also
bebe inherited from the father. Alerted by this, I started to ask around the lab.
TheThe P Lab is predominantly a mitochondrial lab, so I assumed that most of
thethe lab members had to deal with this phenomenon in one way or another. It
turnedturned out that most of them considered mitochondrial DNA to be exclusively
maternallymaternally inherited. Thus paternal contribution was not taken into
consideration.consideration. But why, then, was it put like that in papers ?
OneOne day I raised this question again. A number of us were in the lab
teatea room. One of the lab members, Hans Zitchler, started to explain that biparentalparental inheritance had indeed been demonstrated in mussels' and that this
hadhad raised questions about whether it could also be the case for mammals.
TheThe major question in mammals is whether the mid-piece of the sperm enters
thethe egg cell during fertilisation. If so, it would give rise to paternal coinheritanceinheritance of mtDNA. Some experiments, he continued, had been conducted
onon mice. But one major problem was that male mtDNA is not easy to detect
inin embryos, since there are not many of them compared to those contributed
byby the mother. The mid-piece of the sperm contains only 50 mtDNA
molecules,molecules, whereas the female cell may contain 100,000 copies. The solution
theythey found was to back-cross the mice, a special technology that increases
thethe amount of any DNA contributed paternally. Whereas the first study
arguedargued that paternally inherited mtDNA could be detected?® a second study
camecame to a different conclusion. Zitchler was especially convinced by the
resultsresults of the second study. He recalled a talk he had had with the author of
thethe (second) paper, Kaneda. It was during a conference, late at night in a
hotelhotel room, where Kaneda explained to him how they had performed their
experimentsexperiments and what the results were. Zitchler reconstructed some of the
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stepssteps of those experiments for us on the blackboard, and stated that after
havinghaving talked with Kaneda, whom he considered to be very intelligent as
wellwell as humorous, he could no longer be convinced that inheritance was biparental. parental.
AA couple of months later in the course of a get-together, another lab
member,member, Valentin Bomer, gave a talk about the paper written by Kaneda et
al.al. This get-together, dubbed The Journal Club, is an in-house meeting
wherewhere the lab members take turns reviewing a paper which she or he thinks
maymay be of interest to colleagues and so helps to bring it to their attention. At
thethe time Borner was preparing a review paper concerned with bi-parental
inheritance,inheritance, and he was also convinced by the experiments. Not so much
becausebecause of a lack of paternal mtDNA contribution. It appeared that
paternallypaternally contributed mtDNA in (back-crossed) mice could be detected after
fertilisation,fertilisation, but that it was eliminated at a later stage. The fact that paternal
mtDNAmtDNA could be detected at an early stage was found convincing because it
meantmeant that the absence of this contribution in the later development of an
embryoembryo was not due to the insensitivity of the technology used.
HoweverHowever during the discussion the paper started to raise questions.
PaaboPaabo especially found the results "alarming." If paternal mtDNA
participatesparticipates during fertilisation, he stated, this might have implications for
whatwhat we are doing here in the population group. He made clear that what
puzzledpuzzled him was whether recombination in human mtDNA should be taken
intointo account. That would affect estimations of genetic lineage. As a result of
thethe meeting the P Lab turned its attention to its mtDNA databank to trace
possiblepossible indications of recombination.

Thee Practice of Theory:
Thee previous section has shown that the theory of mtDNA inheritance
didd not remain stable following the sequencing of Anderson in 1981. A
numberr of scientists became interested in reassessing mtDNA inheritance.63
Althoughh most members of the P Lab were not convinced of paternal
contribution,, the professor expressed his concern about this, specifically for
populationn genetics. How should it be understood? And why should it be of
speciall concern to the P Lab?
Thee whole discussion about whether the mid-piece of the sperm
participatess during fertilisation is of specific importance to population
geneticistss working on mtDNA. Should there be paternal contribution, the
majorr advantage of mtDNA would be jeopardised, the advantage being that
sincee it comes from one parent only it does not recombine: the sequence is
nott reshuffled in the offspring. Because mtDNA is assumed to come from the
motherr only, it is considered most appropriate for human population studies
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sincee it allows for these studies using "simple" statistical models. Hence
lackk of recombination and rather simple models assist in estimations of
geneticc lineage. This combined advantage provides an easy system through
whichh similarities and differences between humans can be interpreted as
proximityy and distance, producing a (mtDNA) track back into history, and
leadingg to the ultimate and mundane parental figure Mitochondrial Eve. The
stakess in this ancestor are articulated in the conclusion of one of the papers
inn which paternal mtDNA contribution was "confirmed" in mice. There it is
statedd that: "Paternal inheritance of mtDNA also means that mtDNA
phylogeniess " are not exclusively matriarchal. [...] In humans, estimates of
thee most recent common ancestor of all contemporary maternal lineages
couldd thus be younger than a previous estimate of 200,000 years old, which
iss based on mtDNA comparisons." Bi-parental inheritance of mtDNA thus
hass implications for estimations of ancestries and for how lineages are
established.. Even a small percentage of recombination (e.g. 0.1 - 1 %) would
havee a profound mixing effect over a period of 100,000 years, which may be
55 - 6,000 generations. In terms of ancestors, the concept of mtEve itself
wouldd become problematical. It would be more appropriate to speak of
EveAdamm or AdamEve. Moreover what is at stake is how to interpret
similaritiess and differences between sequences. As stated above, mutations
aree seen as pieces of information. To interpret this information, however, the
timee needed for a mutation to occur has to be estimated. It is only under the
conditionn of the molecular clock, at a random and equal mutation rate in all
populations,, that the estimates hold and can be used to establish genetic
lineage.. The occurrence of recombination would introduce a second
difference-producingg system, and would render the link between the
occurrencee of change in sequences and time more complex. The major
problemm introduced by recombination is that differences between sequences
aree not detectable as being either mutations or recombinations. Geneticists
wouldd then know that both occur and that they have to be treated by different
interpretativee models, but they cannot be distinguished as being either of the
two.. Recombination would then introduce an individualised system of
similaritiess and differences. Thus occurrence of both difference-producing
systemss would jeopardise the concept of the molecular clock, blurring
understandingg of how humans relate to each other via mtDNA.
Thee P Lab's interest is primarily in the control region. This part of the
mtDNAA sequence is highly variable between individuals and is thus an
interestingg site for population studies. A case of bi-parental inheritance
wouldd have the largest impact on this specific part of the sequence. Whereas
aa gene in the coding part of the mtDNA sequence would be transmitted as a
"package"" unchanged, it would either come from the father or the mother.
Wheree parts of the non-coding region came from would be more difficult to
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trace.. Recombination cannot be detected: it simply occurs and has
implicationss for analyses. Since geneticists have failed to find a case of
humann bi-parental inheritance in humans, models for interpreting genetic
differencess have not changed and human mtDNA comes from one parent,
namelyy the mother. But due to this debate, the P Lab leaves the possibility
openn as expressed in its publications. For as Paabo put it to me: "But then,
youu can never know for sure, can you?"68
Thee controversy over mtDNA inheritance is, however, relevant for my
analysiss of naturalisation. I therefore suggest we have a brief look at how
Andersonn and more specifically at how the control region of the reference
sequencee is compiled.

Anderson:: Whose Mitochondrial DNA?
InIn the Anderson paper the ''control region" category does not exist.
TheThe paper is primarily concerned with locating and interpreting genes, the
replicationreplication of the DNA strings and the transcription of the mtDNA genome,
ratherrather than with non-coding DNA. But what is the control region exactly?
WhereWhere does it begin and end in any mtDNA sequence ? When I asked for
clarificationclarification in the P Lab, I was told that to question where it begins and
endsends would be kind of "academic." "It would be a debate about definitions.
InIn practice you just make sure that you are looking in the control region. "69
ThoughThough this may be the case in laboratory work, it did not help me align the
categoriescategories applied in Anderson to that of population genetics, that is to the
controlcontrol region. So I went back to the Anderson paper.
ReadingReading the paper while drawing the different gene positions and
calculatingcalculating the distance between them, I tried to get an overview of what
couldcould be called the control region in Anderson. My aim was to find which
tissuetissue was used for sequencing that particular part. Although the paper is
notnot very explicit about which tissue was used for the different parts, it is
explicitexplicit about two fragments. They both involve the control region. It
indicatesindicates that HeLa mtDNA was used to sequence the D-loop, a 680 basepairpair fragment. The D-loop contains so-called "promotors" that initiate the
replicationreplication of the mtDNA strings.70 Another fragment, say to the right of the
D-loop,D-loop, was sequenced based on placental mtDNA. This fragment was also
ofof interest to the makers of Anderson because it contains "control signals"
forfor the transcription of the mtDNA genome.11 Both these parts of the genome
makemake up a 1,100 base-pairs fragment situated between two genes, tRNAPro
andand tRNA e. The makers of Anderson state that except for the "promotors"
andand the "control signals," two rather small blocks, this fragment consists
basicallybasically of non-coding DNA. The fragment as a whole is thus based on both
tissuestissues employed for the sequencing of Anderson. The fragment that was
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basedbased on He La mtDNA, the D-loop, is between position 16,080 and 191. The
secondsecond fragment, based on placental mtDNA is immediately to the right of
thethe D-loop, between 191 and 580.
WithoutWithout defining the control region, population geneticists look at
sequencesequence fragments somewhere between position 16,000 and 450. This
wouldwould then mean that the control region is a composite. However earlier we
learntlearnt that the control region in Anderson was based on one individual. How
shouldshould we understand this and what kind of information does it contain
aboutabout the naturalisation of Anderson?

Andersonn Made Natural:
Andersonn is a composite and so is the control region. The fact that the
controll region as a category was absent in the Anderson paper hints at the
existencee of different practices, the practice of population geneticists and
thatt of the makers of Anderson. This difference can be expressed as a
differencee between coding and non-coding DNA. The makers of Anderson
soughtt to understand the functioning of the genome and the contribution of
itss genes, whereas population geneticists seek to understand differences in
thee non-coding DNA in terms of population history and genetic lineage.
Whilee population geneticists treat the non-coding DNA as one category,
namelyy the control region, for the makers of Anderson this fragment consists
off more categories, the D-loop and a second locus where control signals for
transcriptionn were identified. It has been seen that these categories were
definedd by different positions on the genome and were sequenced on the
basiss of different tissue. But then how should we understand the practice of
populationn geneticists, where the control region of Anderson is treated as
comingg from one person? Or, better, what can we learn from that about the
naturalisationn of Anderson?
Thee debate about mtDNA inheritance addressed above made clear the
stakess in maternal inheritance. The current theory supports the single origin
off mtDNA. mtDNA is inherited from the mother and ultimately from the "all
humann mother," mtEve. This theory of inheritance makes all individuals
comparablee in their DNA based on established models of the mutation rate in
thee control region. The productivity of a theory of mtDNA as inherited from
onee parent is the very convenience by which the control region in Anderson
iss taken to be one and produced as one, i.e. based on the mtDNAs of one
individual.. This suggests that population geneticists may take their objects
tooo seriously and their practices too much for granted. They take their
practicess for granted in the sense that they tend to forget about them and
aboutt how they are involved in objects. And they take their objects too
seriouslyy in the sense that they forget about their fabricated nature and their
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dependencee on the practices that helped produce them. Objects are thus
takenn to be autonomous and coherent entities.
Bothh Anderson and mtEve are products of theory and practice. Unlike
Anderson,, the sequence of mtEve does not exist. The "concept" of mtEve is
dependentt on a theory of inheritance, a practice of comparing sequences and
off analysing the differences between them.73 It is dependent on the
standardisationn of comparisons and the universalisation of results, such that
differencess help to establish lineage that leads back to that single ancestor.
Thee universal approach to difference that enables an origin in mtEve, enables
thee very naturalisation of Anderson. In the absence of an original sequence to
determinee differences (mutations), Anderson is performed as both the tool to
establishh mutations and the original sequence from which all others diverted.
Thee way the practices of the makers of Anderson were taken for granted and
thee control region was considered to have one single source underlines
Anderson'ss investedness in, or should we say infestedness by, the concept of
aa single origin. Furthermore the treatment of Anderson as an individual
(sequence)) was also hinted at above in the paper of Cann et al.: in addition to
beingg a technology, it appeared as an individual among others in their genetic
tree. .
Fromm this we can conclude that the naturalisation of Anderson is
broughtt about by the theory of mtDNA inheritance and that it can be
locatedd in procedures where differences are universalised. Conversely
thee universal treatment of genetic differences that are enabled by
Anderson,, a fixed measure, have helped it to rise from the burdens of
localityy to become a natural tool of comparison and to be performed as
thee materialisation of a sequence that has gone missing. Given these
theoreticall and practical investments of the reference sequence, one
couldd say that Anderson has become "the mitochondrial Eve of modern
genetics." "

Too Conclude
Thiss chapter has dealt with the issue of naturalisation. Since
naturalisationn obfuscates the "ideological" content of technology, my
concernss were to analyse what naturalisation is and where it could be
located.. The object of analysis was a reference sequence, the Anderson
sequence.. I have examined the practices, technologies, and tissues embodied
inn that sequence for the purpose of highlighting the biases it carried along
withh it. However rather than ideological, the racial and sexual biases
involvedd in Anderson were shown to be effects of technologies, the handling
off DNA, and of the organisation of scientific work. Thus, because they
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escapee clear-cut distinctions between good and bad science, biases such as
thee racial and sexual ones traced here make the questions about
naturalisationn even more urgent.
Inn the case of Anderson I have shown that its naturalisation is
dependentt on another object, namely the universal theory of mtDNA
inheritance.. While universalising differences to establish lineage, this theory
facilitatess a treatment of Anderson as being both a technology for
establishingg differences and the source from which all sequences have
derived.. My analyses suggest that the problem of naturalisation is not so
muchh due to a quality built into a technology itself. Technology can never be
neutrall and is always produced somewhere. The problem should rather be
soughtt in its enhanced alignments. It is an assemblage that helps technology
too be treated as unmarked, and helps it to rise to the universal.

Appendix: :
InIn June 1999 I started working in the Forensic Laboratory for DNA
ResearchResearch in Leiden. My identity had shifted and my task was no longer a
studystudy of laboratory practice. My contract stated: junior researcher
molecularmolecular genetics; and I was working on a project concerned with mtDNA
diversitydiversity among the Dutch. My work consisted primarily of the sequencing of
aa fragment of the control region for 168 Dutch samples. Peter de Knijff,
headhead of the laboratory and therefore my boss, had read my analyses of
AndersonAnderson and knew of my interest in the control region. One day in October
II told him that I would be interested in sequencing HeLa mtDNA. Half an
hourhour later, over lunch, he let me know that a cell line had been arranged
fromfrom a scientist working in the same building.
OnceOnce the cell line had arrived I extracted the DNA and sequenced a
420420 base-pair fragment. Aligned to Anderson I found two mutations. Since
thethe cell line reproduces so rapidly, we were expecting mutations. The
mtDNAmtDNA we had, while still from the HeLa cell but now 20 years later, was no
longerlonger the same as the one used for Anderson. For Peter de Knijff finding
onlyonly two mutations was an indication that the site was rather conservative.
JustJust about in the same week that we had that information an
interestinginteresting article was published in Nature Genetics: "Preanalysis and
revisionrevision of the Cambridge reference sequence for human mitochondrial
DNA.DNA. "74 Four scientists had sequenced the placental DNA originally used
forfor Anderson as well as HeLa DNA. They had found mistakes in vital genes
andand suggested that the correct sequence would be three base-pairs longer. In
theirtheir article they referred to a debate in the early 1990s among geneticists
studyingstudying genetic diseases related to mtDNA. In one of these articles it was
statedstated "this sequence is a composite sequence of a human placental and
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HeLaHeLa cell mtDNA and therefore is not an appropriate reference standard for
suchsuch [medical] studies. " 75
II contacted one of the authors of the recent publication,
professor
DougDoug Turnbull, and asked him fur further information. In one of his e-mail
repliesreplies he wrote the following:
WhenWhen we sequenced the HeLa we just used available HeLa cells and thus
notnot the same DNA that Sanger et al. used. Neil Howell recently presented
thisthis data at a meeting at which Guiseppe Attardi was present. Attardi
apparentlyapparently sent the HeLa DNA to Sanger for the original paper and we
areare hoping to get some of this DNA and then sequence. A further
comparisoncomparison will then be possible. Do you want to wait until we have this
sequencesequence before I send you the Sequence?76
SoSo the original placental DNA has been sequenced anew and the same
isis going to happen for the original HeLa DNA. The now corrected sequence
ofof Andrews and others has found its way to the databank and it has replaced
thethe Anderson for those working in the field of medical genetics. This
indicatesindicates that a reference sequence may go unnoticed in some practices but
notnot in others, and that naturalisation is very much a product of the kind of
practicespractices to which technology is aligned.
ButBut there is another point to this story. Bruno Latour has argued that
thethe questioning of stable scientific facts requires the building of "counter
laboratories.laboratories. " It seems that in the era of the Human Genome Project and
ofof post-genomics, technologies are enabling in this respect. The sequencing
ofof Anderson was an achievement in the 1980s and is made light work
nowadays.nowadays. Hence the development of technology may change the stability
andand status of standards more rapidly than it had before. Moreover this
exampleexample also shows that the questioning of standards does not necessarily
havehave to be the work of- let us say - social scientists. Specific practices and
specificspecific localities within the life sciences may also call for revisions of
standards. standards.
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Notess to Chapter 4
1.. Matthias Krings et al., "Neanderthal DNA sequences and the Origin of
Modernn Humans," Cell 90 (1997): 19-30.
2.. The ALF™ is the Automated Laser Fluorescent sequencing technology; it
helpss to visualise DNA fragments and to process the data, see chapter 3.
3.. The results were eventually published in the journal Cell, see (above, n.
1). .
4.. It should be noted that the "sequencing" of so-called ancient DNA, i.e.
DNAA of extinct species, is very much indebted to other parts of the
experiments,, such as DNA extraction and purification. Since geneticists do
nott know what they are looking for nor what it should look like and since
theree is no other sequences to compare it to, they have to conduct many
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experimentss in order to purify the target DNA from other genetic material
thatt may have become part of the cell tissue.
5.. The location of chromosomal DNA in the nucleus was in fact already
knownn in late 19th century, see Daniel J. Kevies, In the Name of Eugenics:
GeneticsGenetics and the Use of Human Heredity (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1985). .
6.. In mtDNA, TGA instead of UGG codes for triptophane (Trp), ATA
insteadd of AUG codes for methionine (Met) and AGA and AGG signify
terminationn codons instead of arginine in nuclear DNA.
7.. The numbers are rough and difficult to estimate for nuclear DNA, but that
doess not have implications for the point I am trying to make here.
8.. James D. Watson et al., eds., Recombinant DNA, second edition ed. (New
York:: Scientific American Books, 1991), pp. 446-7).
9.. For this feature of the mitochondrial DNA genome, see; Arnd van
Haeseler,, Antti Sajantilla, and Svante Paabo, "The Genetical Archaeology of
thee Human Genome," Nature Genetics 14, no. October (1996): 135-140, at
p.. 135. In chapter 5 I compare mtDNA to the Y-chromosome because the Ychromosomee also has this quality, i.e. absence of recombination which
makesmakes it useful for historical/evolutionary genetic studies.
10.. For the Human Genome Project, see Daniel J. Kevies and Leroy Hood,
eds.,, The Code of Codes: Scientific and Social Issues in the Human Genome
ProjectProject (Harvard: Harvard University Press, 1992).
11.. It seems that not only laboratories have come of age, as Karin KnorrCetinaa had put it, but also laboratory studies themselves, see Karin KnorrCetina,, "Laboratory Studies: The Cultural Approach to the Study of
Science,"" in Handbook of Science and Technology Studies, ed. Sheila
Jasanoff,, et al. (Thousand Oaks, London, New Delhi: Sage, 1995), 140-166.
Afterr the initial problems that scholars of science and technology
encounteredd in conducting laboratory anthropology, it is proving ever easier
too find support among scientists for this type of study. The story goes that it
iss quite fashionable among scientists to have an ethnographer studying their
labs.. Similar to commercial ads and the artistic efforts put into adevrtising by
biotechh companies, it seems that ethnographers contribute to the prestige of
(non-commercial)) laboratories. On the procedures of acquiring access to
laboratoriess in the late 1970s and early 1980s; see Bruno Latour and Steve
Woolgar,, Laboratory Life: The Social Construction of Scientific Facts
(Beverlyy Hills, CA: Sage, 1979), John Law, Organizing Modernity (Oxford,
Cambridge:: Blackwell, 1994); on the key role of commercial ads in science
andd analyses of the work ads do within and outside the sciences, see
Harawayy
Donna
J,
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Modest_Witness@Second_Millennium_Fema\eM?Ln©_Meets_OncoMouseModest_Witness@
(Neww York, London: Routledge, 1997).
12.. This project will be elaborated in chapter 5.
13.. The exclamation mark in the name of the !Kung San refers to the specific
languagee of this "population," namely the click language.
14.. Positions 93, 129, 153, 167, 172, 209, 212, 214, 223, 230, 234, 239, 243,
260,, 266, 278, 291, 294, 311. I thank Sonja Meyer for forwarding this
informationn to me.
15.. The interviews conducted were put on tape. For the sake of clarity and
readability,, the transcripts presented here do not contain utterances such as
"ehh"" or information about pauses. Also half sentences or sentences
stretchedd out are rephrased in the transcript to make them more
comprehensible.. For the purposes of the analyses I conduct here, this extra
informationn is not considered of importance. The interview with Prof. Svante
Paaboo was conducted on 4th February 1997 in the Laboratory for Evolution
andd Human Genetics in Munich.
16.. On the use of the human (nuclear DNA) genome which is being
sequencedd in the Human Genome Project, see Joan Fujimura and Michael
Fortun,, "Constructing Knowledge across Social Wolds: The Case of DNA
Sequencingg Databases in Molecular Biology," in Naked Science:
AnthropologicalAnthropological Inquiry into Boundaries, Power, and Knowledge, ed. Lau
Naderr (New York, London: Routledge, 1996), 160-173. They analyse the
differencee between genetic similarity and "homology" and argue that in
contrastt to similarity, homology is theoretically invested by theory about
humann evolution (ibid., pp. 164-165).
17.. For this notion of technology technologies, see Donna Haraway. She
arguess that: "Technologies and scientific discourses can be partially
understoodd as formalizations, i.e., as frozen moments, of the fluid social
interactionss constituting them, but they should also be viewed as instruments
forr enforcing meanings" (Donna J. Haraway, "A Cyborg Manifesto: Science,
Technology,, and Socialist-Feminism in the Late Twentieth Century," in
Simians,Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The Reinvention of Nature, Donna J
Harawayy [London: Free Association Books, 1991], 149-181); on the
ideologicall content of computer technologies and of formal representation,
seee Susan Leigh Star, "The Politics of Formal Representations: Wizards,
Gurus,, and Organizational Complexity," in Ecologies of Knowledge: Work
andand Politics in Science and Technology, ed. Susan Leigh Star (Albany, N.Y.:
Universityy of New York Press, 1995), 88-118.
18.. For a good example, see Antti Sajantila et al., "Genes and Languages in
Europe:: An Analysis of mitochondrial Lineages," Genome Research 5
(1995):: 42- 52; see also A. Torroni and D. C. Wallace, "mtDNA
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Haplogroupss in Native Americans," Am. J. Hum. Genet. 56 (1995): 12341236. .
19.. In a report of mtDNA analysis in forensics, Kevin Sullivan and others
statee that some of the sequences "are less clear cut," and that some of sites
"weree scored as "N's" by the automated software," (Kevin M. Sullivan et al.,
"Solid-Phasee Sequencing of Mitochondrial DNA: Towards a Fully
Automatedd Forensic DNA Test," (?), 135-148, on p. 146). In another paper
Romellee Hopgood, Kevin Sullivan and Peter Gill report about how they got
ridrid of ambiguities in their sequences as follows: "Resultant sequences were
initiallyy compared using DNASTAR "COMPARE" computer program that
enabledd most sequence ambiguities to be resolved," (Romella Hopgood,
Kevinn M. Sullivan, and Peter Gill, "Strategies for Automated Sequencing of
Humann Mitochondrial DNA Directly from PCR Products," Biotechniques 13,
no.. 1(1992): 82-92. , a t p . 89).
20.. Sonja Meyer's concern with this may be understood in the context of her
work,, namely compiling an mtDNA databank. The published and
unpublishedd sequences she collected for this purpose consist of complete
sequencess as well as sequences containing many ambiguities. For this
databankk see, Olivia Handt, Sonja Meyer, and Aradt von Heaseler,
"Compilationn of Human mtDNA Control Region Sequences," Nucleic Acids
ResearchResearch 26, no. 1 (1998): 126-129, Florian Burckhardt, Arndt von Haeseler,
andd Sonja Meyer, "HvrBase: Compilation of mtDNA Control Region
Sequencess from Primates," Nucleic Acids Research check (1999).
21.. Anderson et al., "Sequence and Organization of the Human
Mitochondriall Genome," Nature 290 (1981): 457-465, at p. 458. Also, in a
paperr by Gyllensten et al., in which they report on a study of mice mtDNA, it
iss stated that: "The C57BL sequence has been corrected relative to Bibb et
al.al. [the mtDNA reference for mice, AM] at positions 15,823 and 16,119" (
Ulff Gyllensten et al., "Paternal inheritance of mitochondrial DNA in mice,"
NatureNature 353 [1991]: 255-257; at p. 255).
22.. Charis Cussins describes normalisation "as a means through which new
dataa [...] is incorporated into pre-existing procedures and already preexistingg objects" (Charis Cussins, "Producing Reproduction: Techniques of
Normalizationn and Standardization in Infertility Clinics," in Reproducing
Reproduction:Reproduction: Kinship, Power and Technological Innovation, ed. Sarah
Franklinn and Helena Ragoné [Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press,, 1998], 66-101, at p. 67)
23.. The control region consists of non-coding DNA, also called
hypervariablee regions I and II, as well as two small "conserved blocks" of the
sequencee that control and initiate the replication of the molecule and the
transcriptionn of the genetic information it compounds. In Anderson et al. a
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largerr part is identified as containing little "open reading frames" (genes)
namelyy a fragment of 1,100 base-pairs; Anderson et al., "Sequence and
Organization"(above,, n. 21), p. 458.
24.. It is not clear how much higher the mutation rate of the non-coding DNA
iss in relation to coding mitochondrial DNA. Early studies suggested a ten
timess higher mutation rate; see Allan C. Wilson et al., "Mitochondrial DNA
andd Two Perspectives on Evolutionary Genetics," Biological Journal of the
LinneanLinnean Society 26 (1985): 375-400, p. 387. More recent studies suggest a
variablee mutation rate between fifteen and twenty times higher; see Svante
Paabo,, "Mutation Hot Spots in the Mitochondrial Microcosm," Am. J. Hum.
Genet.Genet. 59 (1996): 493-496, p. 494.
25.. In a handbook of genetics it is stated: "The concept of a molecular clock
iss based on certain assumptions. One assumption is that sequence differences
betweenn the same genes and proteins in two species have accumulated since
thee species diverged from a common ancestor. Furthermore, the rates at
whichwhich the differences accumulate are assumed to be equal. If this were not
thee case the clock would run at different speeds in two species," (Watson, et
al.. Recombinant DNA [above, n. 8], p. 444). For a more cautious approach to
thee concept of the "molecular clock," see Wilson et. al, "Mitochondrial
DNA"" (above, n, 24), p. 388.
26.. See Krings et al., "Neanderthal DNA Sequences" (above, n. 1), p. 23.
277 One could say that in the context of the P Lab, Anderson is both a
synecdochee and a metonym. Anderson, the name of a geneticist, comes to
standd for the sequence, its accomplishment and application as the reference
(aa synecdoche). The control region, however, is a part of that sequence that
standss for the whole, namely mtDNA in general (a metonym). I thank
Catherinee Lord for many long interesting discussions on literature, films and
genetics,, where she helped me to take a look into the kitchen of literature
studiess and linguistic; see on these and other linguistic categories Catherine
Lord,, "The Intimacy of Influence" (University of Amsterdam, 1999).
28.. On this double quality of scientific objects, see Michael Lynch, "The
Externall retina: Selection and Mathematization in the Visual Documentation
off Objects in the Life Sciences," in Representation in Scientific Practice, ed.
Michaell Lynch and Steve Woolgar (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT
Press,, 1990), 153-186; on the politics of standards, see Susan Leigh Star,
"Power,, Technologyand the Phenomenology of Conventions: On Being
Allergicc to Onions," in A Sociology of Monsters: Power, Technology and the
ModernModern World, ed. John Law (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1991), 26-56, Star,
"Thee Politics of Formal Representation" (above, n. 17).
29.. In par with Annemarie Mol I want to apply the notion of locating as a
strategyy to situate the problem of naturalisation somewhere in scientific
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conduct;; see Annemarie Mol, "Sekse, Rijkdom en Bloedarmoede: Over
Lokaliserenn als Strategie," Tijdschrift voor Vrouwenstudies 42 (1990): 142157;; idem, "Wie Weet Wat een Vrouw Is...Over de Verschillen en de
Verhoudingenn Tussen de Disciplines," Tijdschrift voor Vrouwenstudies 21
(1985):: 10-22; idem, "Topografie als Methode van Kennisonderzoek: Over
hett Naast Elkaar Bestaan van Enkele Bloedarmoedes," Kennis & Methode 4
(1991):: 314-329.
30.. This was at a conference we both attended in Berlin; Postgenomics?
Historical,Historical, Techno-Epistemic and Cultural Aspects of Genome Projects
(Maxx Planck Institute for the History of Science, 8-11 July 1998, Berlin).
Thee "optical bias" refers to how genetic trees are assembled. In the
genealogicall tree of Rebecca Cann and her colleagues, this "optical bias" is
mostt visible. There Anderson takes a place among almost exclusively
Europeann "individuals," whereas Africans, for example, are placed on the
otherr end of that tree; see Rebecca L. Cann, Mark Stoneking, and Allan C.
Wilson,, "Mitochondrial DNA and Human Evolution," Nature 325, no. 1
Januaryy (1987): 31-36, p. 34.
31.. Haraway, "A Cyborg Manifesto" (above, n. 17), 164. The notion of
frozenn moment is akin to Latour's immutable mobiles, which was applied in
chapterr 2, Bruno Latour, "Drawing Things Together," in Representation in
ScientificScientific Practice, ed. Michael Lynch and Steve Woolgar (Cambridge,
Massachusetts:: The MIT Press, 1990), 85-121.
32.. See Karin Knorr-Cetina for an elaboration on this feature of laboratory
science,, Knorr-Cetina, "Laboratory Studies" (above, n. 11). She argues that
"laboratoriess allow for some kind of "homing in" of natural processes; the
processess are "brought home" and made subject only to local conditions of
thee social order" (ibid., p. 146). See also Bruno Latour, Science in Action:
HowHow to Follow Scientists and Engineers Through Society (Cambridge, MA:
Harvardd University Press, 1987).
33.. See for an example of this argument in the context of DNA
fingerprinting,, chapter 2.
34.. Piet Borst and Leslie A. Grivell, " Small is Beautiful: Portrait of a
Mitochondriall Genome," Nature 290, no. 9 April (1981): 443-444.
35.. Anderson et al., "Sequence and Organization" (above, n. 21), p. 457.
36.. Ibid., p. 458.
37.. See Paul Rabinow, Making PCR: A Story of Biotechnology (Chicago,
London:: The University of Chicago Press, 1996); for an elaboration on PCR
andd how it is handled in laboratory practices, see chapter 3.
38.. Cann et al., "Mitochondrial DNA and Human Evolution" (above, n. 30).
Markk Stoneking came to work in Wilson's lab in 1981.
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39.. The determination of the presence, constancy (stability) and frequency of
DNA. .
40.. Interview held on 11th March 1997 in The Laboratory for Evolution and
Humann Genetics in Munich.
41.. Blood was at that time collected on a global basis for determining blood
typess and protein variations. "By the mid-1960s, a large number of clear cut
biochemicall variations were known, including more than a dozen inborn
errorss of metabolism arising from probable enzyme deficiencies, and so were
numerouss haemoglobin and blood-serum protein variants" (Daniel J. Kevies,
"Outt of Eugenics: The Historical Politics of the Human Genome," in Kevies
andd Hood, Code of Codes (above, n. 10), pp. 3-36, at p. 15)
42.. Anderson was sequenced according to such a technology. It was cloned
withh the help of the bacteria Escherichia coli (E. coli); see Jacques Drouin,
"Cloningg of Human Mitochondrial DNA in Escherichia coli,''' J. Mol. Biol.
1400 (1980): 15-34, p. 15. Moreover Drouin conducted the work for this paper
inn the laboratory of F. Sanger (at Cambridge), a co-author of the Anderson
paperr and whose name is especially connected to the development of
sequencingg techniques but also to the development of recombinant DNA in
thee early 1970s; see F. Sanger and A. R. Coulson, "A Rapid Method for
determeningg Sequences in DNA by Primed Synthesis with DNA
Polymerase,"" J. Mol. Biol. 94 (1975): 441-448; F. Sanger et al., "DNA
sequencingg with chain-terminating inhibitors," Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 74, no.
Decemberr (1977): 5463-5467.
43.. The so-called blood type genetics, i.e. looking at blood groups in studies
off genetic diversity, admixture and migration history was already introduced
duringg the First World War by the Polish couple Hirszfeld. Blood was
widelyy researched throughout this century not only for reconstructing genetic
lineagess but also in the context of family diseases; see Kevies, In the Name
ofof Eugenics (above, n. 5), pp. 202-4. A nice representation of the enormous
impactt that PCR has had on the number of mtDNA sequences (i.e. of parts of
thee control region) that were determined, is offered in a paper of the P Lab;
Handtt et al., "Compilation" (above, n. 20). In this paper, a diagram entitled
"Accumulationn of HVRI and HVRII (Hypervariable region I and II)
sequencess during the last 15 years," shows that until 1990, thus until PCR,
approximatelyy a hundred sequences had been determined, and that from that
yearr on more than 4,000 sequences became available for HVRI. In this paper
aa map of the world is also given, indicating from which parts of the world the
currentt collection of sequences come, i.e. which populations are represented;
ibid.,, p. 126, 127.
44.. About rituals of burying placentas in new Guinea, see Marilyn Strathern,
ReproducingReproducing the Future: Anthropology, Kinship and the New Reproductive
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TechnologiesTechnologies (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1991), p. 128. On
ritualss in science, see Kathleen Jordan and Michael Lynch, "The Sociology
off a Genetic Engineering Technique: Rituals and Rationality in the
Performancee of the "Plasmid Prep"," in The Right Tool For the Job: At Work
inin Twentieth-Century Life Sciences, ed. Adele E. Clarke and Joan Fujimura
(Princeton,, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1992), 77-114. For an
examplee of how geneticists got around the problem of collecting placentas in
"farr out places," the study of Cann and others where placentas of "black
Americans"" were used as a source for mtDNA representative of Africans,
Cannn et al., "Mitochondrial DNA and Human Evolution" (above, n. 30), p.
32. .
45.. For an example, see Cann et al., "Mitochondrial DNA and Human
Evolution"" (above, n. 30). For their study Cann and her colleagues received
988 placentas from US hospitals,, ibid., p.32.
46.. Medline is a database for scientific publications. This database is
compiledd by the National Library of Medicine, Bethesda, Maryland (USA).
47.. M. Thain and M. Hickman, eds., Penguin Dictionary of Biology
(London,, New York: Penguin Books, 1996).
48.. In a study of bovines, for example, liver and brain tissue where used as a
sourcee for mtDNA; Paul D. Olivo et al., "Nucleotide Sequence Evidence for
Rapidd Genotypic Shift in the Bovine Mitochondrial DNA D-Loop," Nature
3066 (1983): 400-402, p. 401. And to yield large amounts of mtDNA, liver,
heartt and kidney were studied on the basis of PCR in mice, in Ulf Gyllensten
ett al., "The C57BL sequence" (above, n. 21), p. 256. In both studies the
paternall inheritance of mtDNA was studied.
49.. Anderson et al., "Sequence and Organization" (above, n. 21), p. 464.
Organss of animals, such as rat liver and beef heart, were studied by Anderson
andd his colleagues, ibid., p. 458.
50.. Drouin, "Cloning" (above, n. 42), p. 16, 15. I thank the second author of
thee Anderson paper, Dr Allan Bankier (at the MRC Laboratory of Molecular
Biology,, Cambridge), for pointing out to me that they had received the
mtDNAA clones from Dr Jacques Drouin, and for providing other information
aboutt the sequencing of Anderson.
51.. Of course one could argue that the availability of the tissue is based on a
medicalisationn of the female body and of birth in western medical practice;
forr some examples of this vast literature, see Linda Gordon, Women's
Bodies,Bodies, Women's Rights: A Social History of Birth Control In America (New
York:: Viking, 1976), Thomas Laqueur, Making Sex: Body and Gender from
thethe Greeks to Freud (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press,
1990),, Emily Martin, The Woman in the Body: A Cultural Analysis of
ReproductionReproduction (Boston: Beacon Press, 1987). However the point I want to
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makee here is another, namely about scientists as practical reasoners, aiming
att practical solutions rather than ideological ones.
52.. I thank Ruud Hendriks for his attentive reading of a previous version of
thiss article and for bringing the point to my attention. I also thank his
studentss in the tutorial "Oorsprong: De Natuur als Spiegel" (held end of
19988 at the University of Maastricht) for their comments on an earlier
versionn of this chapter.
53.. Dr. Allan Bankier, telephone conversation on November 17 1998.
54.. I thank professor professor Piet Borst and Suzanne Bakker of The Dutch
Cancerr Institute (Antoni van Leeuwenhoek Ziekenhuis) for providing me
withh this information.
55.. Howard W. Jones, Jr., "Record of the first physician to see Henrietta
Lackss at the Johns Hopkins Hospital: History of the beginning of the HeLa
celll line," Am. J. Obstet. Gynecol 176 (1997): 227-228, p. 227.
56.. Cann et al., "Mitochondrial DNA and Human Evolution" (above, n. 30),
p.. 32.
57.. On how this quality had become a problem, see the elegant article by
Hannahh Landecker, " Immortality, In Vitro: A History of The HeLa Cell
Line,"" in Biotechnology, Culture, and the Body, ed. Paul Brodwin
(Bloomington,, Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, forthcoming). The
HeLaa cells are apparently growing sufficiently fast as to contaminate other
celll cultures and in fact complete laboratory spaces. I thank Richard Tutton
(Lancasterr University) for forwarding this paper to me.
58.. In Paabo, "Mutational Hot Spots" (above, n. 24) p.493. For a similar way
off putting it, see for example, Sajantila et al., "Genes and Language" (above,
n.. 18), pp. 42-52, Abdel Halim Salem et al., "The Genetics of Traditional
Living:: Y-Chromosomal and Mitochondrial Lineages in the Sinai
Peninsula,"" Am. J. Hum. Genet. 59 (1996): 741-743, Svante Paabo, "The Ychromosomee and the Origin of All Men," Science 268 (1995): 1141-1142.
59.. In this study it was shown that both maternal and paternal mtDNA is
transmittedd to male offspring, but only maternal mtDNA to female offspring.
Thiss led to the concluding working hypothesis, that "[...] sex is controlled by
thee mother's genotype, which also controls, pleiotropically, the fate of the
sperm'ss mtDNA. Eggs determined to be females also become able to prevent
thee entrance of the sperm mitochondria, destroy them after entrance, or
suppresss the replicative advantage of the male mtDNA. Alternatively this
advantagee may be present only in eggs determined to become males" (E.
Zouros,, "An Unusual Type of Mitochondrial DNA Inheritance in the Blue
Mussell Mytilus," Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 91 [1994]: 7463-7467, p. 7466). On
bi-paternall inheritance in the blue mussel, see also D. Laurence and R. F.
Hoekstra,, "Shellfish Genes Kept in Line," Nature 368, no. 28 April (1994):
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811-812,, D. F. Skibinski et al., "Mitochondrial DNA Inheritance," Nature
368,, no. 28 April 1994 (1994): 817-818; see also under the same heading, E.
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